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Post-automation

Adrian Smith, Professor of Technology & Society, 

Science Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex, UK

Tremendous research, policy, and investment is 
directed towards a new wave of automation in 
modern societies. 

Automation appears essential for the future. Advocates argue it will renew capital 

accumulation, boost labour productivity, and extend managerial control in 

sustainable systems of production and consumption. Noting criticism about the 

future essentialism in this automation advocacy, the seminar turns to innovations 

in the marginal industrious spaces of industrial societies. Here people are hacking, 

subverting and appropriating ostensibly automating technologies for purposes of 

creativity, collaboration, and care. Sociotechnical capabilities in post-automation 

are being cultivated. How can greater attention towards the politics of post-

automation help open sustainable futures to greater democratic deliberation?

WHEN
Thursday, 10 June, 2021 
5.00pm - 6.00pm AEST            
(8.00am - 9.00am UK)

WHERE
Via Zoom

ZOOM 
https://
monash.zoom.us/
j/81102291601?
pwd=ZFI2ZFRxYUkyUT
B0SkErL2h4NjJvZz09

Passcode: 170785

https://monash.zoom.us/j/81102291601?pwd=ZFI2ZFRxYUkyUTB0SkErL2h4NjJvZz09
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ABOUT ADRIAN SMITH

Adrian Smith is Research Professor in Technology and Society at the Science Policy 

Research Unit at the University of Sussex in the UK. He works across a wide range 

of projects, sectors and places, all of which address questions about the politics 

and governance of innovations for sustainability. Those projects have involved 

collaborations with researchers, policymakers and practitioners in Europe and Latin 

America mostly, but also India and China. One output from that work was the co-

authored book Grassroots Innovation Movements (Routledge, 2017); and some of 

the lessons from that book have informed the ideas presented in this seminar. More 

details here: https://profiles.sussex.ac.uk/p16347-adrian-smith.

About the Series

The MSDI Research Seminar Series aims to foster interdisciplinary 

conversations on the grand sustainable development challenges of our time. 

Through engaging speakers and topics, the series hopes to spark dialogue and 

collaboration across Monash University’s research community for a sustainable 

future. 

For more information visit  

https://www.monash.edu/msdi/research-seminar-series/


